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“What should we do? How should we live?” In his famous lecture, “Science as a 
vocation”, Max Weber told his students that scientists could and should not provide 
answers. Instead, he told them to look at science as “a ‘vocation’ conducted through 
specialist disciplines to serve the cause of refl ection on the self and knowledge of 
relationships between facts, not a gift of grace from seers and prophets dispensing 
sacred values and revelations”.1 This ideal of a value-free science came to a standstill, 
as this article will argue, when students of the late 1960s demanded advice from 
scientists on what to do with the ecological crisis and how to live in harmony with 
the natural world.

The University of Oslo became an infl uential hotbed for such ecologically 
informed policies and philosophies advising the world about what to do and how 
to live. The co-author of The limits to growth (1972) Jørgen Randers, the founder 
of Deep Ecology Arne Næss, the Chair of the World Commission on Environment 
and Development Gro Harlem Brundtland, and the famed peace researcher Johan 
Galtung, were all engaged by the Oslo ecologists. This article will describe in some 
detail this hitherto largely unknown group of scientists and environmental activists, 
as their innovative thinking about “ecophilosophy”, “ecosophy”, “eco-politics”, and 
“eco-religion” came to dominate international debates for decades.

Science as a vacation does not mean that these scholars were lazy or did not take 
their work seriously. On the contrary: they were hardworking, committed scholars. 
Indeed, much of their research was carried out while they were supposed to be on 
vacation, as some of the mountain fi eldwork could be done only during the short 
semi-arctic summer. What I propose instead is that ecological sciences in Norway 
grew out of a culture in which nature was understood not as a place of work but 
in terms of outdoor vacationing.2 Moreover, by taking a social and political stand 
on environmental questions, these ecologists came to oppose the value-free way 
of practising science. Thus science as a vacation suggests the opposite of Weber’s 
vocation ideals. Furthermore, the Protestant work ethic and the spirit of capitalism 
Weber once described represented the very industrial horror Norwegian ecologists 
believed caused the environmental havoc of our age. Finally, science as a vacation 
addresses the calling for a new eco-philosophy about what do to and how to live 
in the wild. Weber warned that such “academic prophecy will create only fanatical 
sects, never a true [scientifi c] community”.3 Was he right?

Weber had an inclusive view of the scientifi c community, encompassing the 
entire body of academic research. This article will be equally broad in discussing the 
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 interdisciplinary ecological debate at the University of Oslo which was hardly divided 
by “two cultures”.4 The social interactions were particularly intense between ecolo-
gists and philosophers from 1966 until the autumn of 1972, after which much of the 
environmental debate moved off-campus. The formative years of deep ecology took 
place in this period in Oslo, in events that historians of ecology and environmental 
debates have largely ignored.5 Equally overlooked among historians of science more 
generally has been the importance of vacations to scientifi c research, despite the well-
known fact that the three best aspects of academic life are June, July, and August.

The following pages will fi rst lay out the Norwegian culture of vacation and situ-
ate the ecologists and the environmental philosophers within this context. The next 
section will discuss the activities of ecologists, especially of scholars active in the 
International Biological Program (IBP). Their concerns for the environmental future 
mobilized a series of students and activist philosophers to rethink the human condition 
in the natural world, reasoning that will be the focus of the fi nal sections.

THE CULTURE OF OUTDOOR VACATION

In the 1960s many of the homes of the vanishing class of hardworking Norwegian 
fjord and mountain farmers were bought by vacationers seeking to fi ll their leisure-
time with country-style activities of the past. This phenomenon was part of a boom 
in outdoor recreation in the nation’s most scenic places, which turned nature from a 
place of work into a place of leisure. Thousands of cottages were built in the moun-
tains and by the fjords to satisfy back-to-nature lovers seeking harmony with their 
holiday environment. By 1970 fi fteen percent of a total of 3.7 million Norwegians 
had their own private vacation homes, totalling 190,000 cottages. And the numbers 
were growing radically, as a quarter of these places were built after 1965. The over-
whelming majority of Norwegians did not have their own vacation home, but surveys 
show that they either borrowed or rented a cottage, or stayed in hostels, or sports 
hotels.6 Indeed, in 1970 only sixteen percent of the population did not participate 
in some sort of outdoor recreation, and this group consisted mostly of the elderly. 
Despite imagined and real precursors back in history, this cult of outdoor life was a 
new phenomenon refl ecting the growing wealth of the nation.7 Vacationing grew into 
a sizeable industry with its own interest groups defending the environment as a place 
of leisure. The battles to create national parks, which grew in intensity between the 
creation of the fi rst park in 1962 and the establishment of a series of parks in 1971, 
bear witness to the growing power of the tourism business. At the same time, various 
hydro-power developments and other modernizations of the landscape took shape. 
In terms of pressure on the land, outdoor vacationing and the building of cottages 
had a far more radical effect than the building of new dams, though its impact was 
not as centralized. Since large dams did not match vacationers’ agenda, a confl ict of 
interest was eventually inevitable.

The formative years of ecological research in Norway took place in this period and 
in these environments, and the way ecologists came to understand it would refl ect 
their experience of nature as a place of vacation. They became powerful lobbyists in 
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favour of large-scale national parks so that cottage owners and tourists of the future 
were secured the nature they enjoyed the most. They would frequently argue that 
being in proximity with untouched nature was necessary for health. The ecologist 
Eilif Dahl (1916–93), for example, saw urban social problems as a result of lack of 
contact with nature. Humans have an emotional “need to thrive”, he argued, which 
can be satisfi ed only through “meetings with nature”.8 Many of his colleagues agreed. 
Life without outdoor vacation could lead to dangerous urban “ghetto” cultures, since 
humans “demand recreation, and increasingly recreation in contact with nature”.9

The chief place to do ecological research in Norway was The High Mountain 
Ecology Research Station established at Finse in 1965. Finse is a railway station 
halfway between Oslo and Bergen, located at the very heart of outdoor recreational 
activities. Turn-of-the-century dwellings of ‘navvy’ railway maintainers were here 
turned into high-end vacation homes, side by side with a well-known sports hotel, 
a large hospice owned by the Norwegian Trekking Association, and numerous new 
private cabins. Here thousands of vacationers would enjoy one of the most beautiful 
mountain regions of Norway. It was the zoologists Arne Semb-Johansson (1919–2001) 
and Eivind Østbye (b. 1935) who created the Research Station with fi nancial support 
from the University of Oslo. Following the trend of the area, they turned an outdated 
power-station into a cabin for research and teaching of graduates.10 Ecology was at 
the time a new discipline in Norway.11 The fi rst lectures on the subject were given 
by Semb-Johansson and Østbye at the University of Oslo in 1962 and by Dahl at 
the Norwegian Agricultural College in 1963. These courses were devoted to energy 
circulations in nature as this was described by the American ecologist Eugene P. Odum 
(1913–2002).12 This methodology dominated Norwegian ecological research, which 
came to focus on the energy balance between species. This was especially the case 
with scholars working out of Finse where Semb-Johansson and Østbye would give 
their courses. This brought signifi cant momentum to the fi eld, as it was easier to teach 
and study relatively uncomplicated biotic relations of the mountains in comparison 
with lowland environments.13

The summer excursions to the scenic mountains of Finse were very popular, as 
they gave students and scholars alike a sense of doing something useful and pleasant 
during their summer recess. Though it is hard to determine the personal motivation 
of ecologists, it is safe to say that most students entering the fi eld had a passion for 
outdoor recreation. Typically, membership in the Trekking Association, the nation’s 
largest owner of cottages with over sixty thousand members, was to most of them a 
matter of course. Over eight hundred days of research were carried out by students 
and scholars at the Research Station between 1965 and 1970. Most of them were 
involved in the Norwegian division of the International Biological Program, and a 
few of them lived at Finse on a yearly basis to study the ecology of harsh winters 
(captured in the Hoth battle-scenes of Empire strikes back (1979) which were shot 
there). In 1970 the Norwegian Parliament allocated enough funds to build a new 
700m2 building to be owned jointly by the Universities of Oslo and Bergen. When 
fi nished in 1972 it was, perhaps, the largest and most expensive ecological research 
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station in Europe. It could house large courses, which were usually given in August. 
The historian of science Robert E. Kohler has in his study of fi eldwork in the U.S. 
noted that “[t]he most widespread form of underwriting [of fi eld work] was the 
summer vacation, which all academics and most government and museum employees 
enjoyed. Vacations afforded not money but time”.14 This was also very much the case 
for Oslo ecologists, whose long summer recess enabled them to do their fi eld work 
as the nature in question was easily accessible during this period. This scientifi c 
vacationing was not necessarily relaxing, although anecdotal evidence suggests that 
for some it was that too. Hardworking or not, fi eldwork was the highlight of the year 
as it enabled ecologists to spent time in places they appreciated as and associated 
with outdoor life.

Finse was also the site for large archaeological excavations of Stone Age hunting 
and gathering culture. For the ecologists as well as many ordinary vacationers, this 
remembrance of things past came to represent the ability of a pre-industrial society 
to live self-suffi ciently. One nature writer typically observed that outdoor life was 
a “partial return to the state of nature” in which vacationers with modern houses 
choose to “cook in the open air” and live in “tents for weeks” to touch base with the 
Stone Age within.15

Many of the ecologists would visit the philosopher Arne Næss (b. 1912), who 
had a keen interest in ecological research and lived long periods of the year at his 
mountain cabin at the top of the Hallingskarvet peak near Finse.16 He was a cottager 
pioneer, building his cabin back in 1937 so that he could have more time to enjoy 
nature and practise technical climbing. Conquering mountaintops was until the early 
1970s his chief passion in life, and his closest friends were members of the Norwe-
gian Alpine Club. The Club was — and still is — perhaps the most exclusive of a 
myriad of outdoor recreation societies. Their saying, “Climbing to other sports is 
like champagne to bock beer” — popularized by the nature philosopher Peter Wessel 
Zapffe (1899–1990) — captures well the spirit of this upper crust fraternity, as his 
essays were widely read among the climbers.17 It was Næss, however, who was the 
Club’s most legendary member, having ascended over one hundred of the highest 
mountains in Norway before his eighteenth birthday.

Practical know-how about outdoor vacations, especially technical climbing, was not 
a matter of course. To train Norwegians in the art Nils Faarlund (b. 1937) established 
The Norwegian Mountaineering School in 1967, while at the same time lecturing 
in Oslo at the Norwegian School of Sport Sciences from its inauguration in 1968. 
He had a graduate degree in engineering and biochemistry, was trained in landscape 
architecture and ecology in Hanover, a member of the Alpine Club and an admirer 
of Næss, with interests drifting towards philosophy. His school and lectures became 
legendary among environmentalists seeking a combination of philosophical training 
and practical experience in dealing with the wild. He saw “outdoor life as a means to 
pursue scientifi c research”, and ecologists took him seriously by sending students in 
need of courses in everything from tenting and outdoor cooking to survival strategies 
in harsh winter climate to his School.18 This type of knowledge was important for 
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carrying out research in the fi eld. To Faarlund being “outside” was actually being 
“inside”, as nature was the only true human home. Following this line of reasoning, 
he formulated his own philosophy of “free-air-life” of the “free-air-person”, thinking 
that inspired not only Næss, but the inner circle of Norway’s most devoted young 
mountaineers and environmentally concerned ecologists.19 

This group was centred around Sigmund Kvaløy (b. 1934), a childhood friend of 
Faarlund and student of Næss. Kvaløy grew up in the picturesque mountain village of 
Lom before becoming an air mechanic for the Norwegian Air Force. His chief interests 
were mountain climbing, philosophy, and jazz. As an assistant to Næss from 1961, 
he wrote an M.A. thesis under his supervision in 1965, and was granted a four year 
Ph.D. scholarship in philosophy starting in 1967, which he used to explore ecologi-
cal thinking at the Department of Zoology.20 As active members of the Alpine Club, 
Kvaløy, Faarlund, and Næss sought to energize the Norwegian tradition of outdoor 
life among the Department’s ecologists.

ECOLOGISTS AS ADVOCATES OF A RECREATIONAL NATURE

In “Science as a vocation” Weber told his students that “whenever a man of science 
brings in his own value-judgement, a full understanding of facts ceases”.21 That facts 
tainted by value-judgements were of lesser scientifi c value was accepted also by Oslo 
ecologists, who used much effort to describe plants, animals, and their relations to 
each other and to the environment in neutral terms. Nevertheless, ecological research 
questions, researchers, and research results were far from neutral as they were all 
explicitly pointing towards conservation and recreational values.22

Ecological research gathered momentum in Norway through the International 
Biological Program, which was active between 1964 and 1974, though fully in effect 
only between 1967 and 1972. Nationally, altogether 221 students and scholars were 
connected to this Program, of whom 94 were at the University of Oslo. They were 
typically involved for from two to four years, and they were for the most part working 
on ecological topics. Housing all the new scientists was an issue, and the Parliament 
allocated enough funds to build a new Institute of Biology. When it was fi nished 
in 1971, it was the largest building ever built by the Norwegian state — covering 
25,000m2 — and it came in addition to the new Research Station at Finse. This was 
part of a larger state commitment to science, as the average scientifi c research budget 
in Norway increased nominally 119% between 1963 and 1969. The biologists’ share 
was a 186% increase plus new buildings, all of which is evidence of substantial 
political support for the biological sciences.23

What stimulated members of the Parliament as well as the biologists was environ-
mental concerns abroad. Rachel Carson’s famous warning against pesticides in Silent 
spring (1962), for example, raised eyebrows and inspired Norwegians to adopt an 
ecological perspective.24 Equally important were the environmental writings of Lynn 
White, Jaques Yves Cousteau, and an essay about technological standardization of 
human life and nature by the Finnish philosopher George Henrik von Wright. Nor-
wegian ecological concerns were thus initially imported. One of the fi rst to bring 
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these concerns to Norway was Rolf Vik (1917–99), a professor of zoology at the 
University of Oslo and chairman of the International Biological Program in Norway. 
He argued that ecologists could provide answers to environmental problems described 
by Carson and von Wright, if they were provided with enough funding. “The key 
word is money!”, he told the politicians.25

These and other similar statements were central to the application to the Norwe-
gian Parliament for funding for a Norwegian branch of the International Biological 
Program. This Program, it is worth recalling, was initiated in 1960 by members 
of the International Union of Biological Sciences and the International Council of 
Scientifi c Unions. Its main concerns were problems related to food production and 
management of natural resources in view of a rapidly increasing human population 
and widespread malnutrition. It was a ‘Big Science’ project and of key importance 
to the promotion of systems ecology driven by the image of the world as a manage-
able self-governing machine.26 The managerial benefi t of ecological research was, 
at least initially, at the heart of the Program in Norway. There were reasons to worry 
about food supply, because of the increasing population both at home and abroad. 
The ecologists pledged to deliver “methods that enable us to predict the conse-
quences of today’s actions and tomorrow’s world” with respect to the utilization of 
the land.27 It was “a matter of continuing human existence” to research the ecology 
of the mountains as future “production and recreation areas” for Norwegians.28 One 
should therefore train more ecologists, the Parliament was told, with the ability to 
deal with problems of productivity, food production, and rational management of the 
nation’s natural resources. To study the mountain regions was especially important, 
since more than half the country is situated above the tree line. As the prosperity of 
the nation was at stake, the Parliament voted in favour of a generous budget to train 
ecologists in scientifi c tools for landscape management.

To receive funding through the Parliament was rather unusual and it caused ten-
sions among biologists, as applications were supposed to go through the Norwegian 
Research Council. The botanist Knut Fægri (1909–2001), for example, complained 
that ecology had become “a nice word that rumbles well in pretty reports to the Parlia-
ment and other authorities.... But do they have a clue about what they are doing?”.29 
What worried Fægri was funding at the expense of taxonomy, and whether or not the 
ecologists could deliver what they promised. His concerns were not without founda-
tion, as taxonomy from now on would take a backstage role.

When it came to the scientifi c research done by the International Biological 
Program scholars, the initial focus on managerial tools and production became less 
important. The importance of environmental recreation became instead the impera-
tive, especially among the largest group of scholars working at Finse. The offi cial 
title of their research project was “Production of Terrestrial Communities” and “Use 
and Management of Biological Resources”, while most of them were critical to the 
utilitarian perspective these titles suggested. Vik stressed that ecologists were “work-
ing with and not against nature”.30 Similarly, Dahl saw a difference between “product 
science and environmental science”, in which science that produces “products to 
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live on” must be contrasted to research on “a good environment to live in” as places 
suitable for “recreation”.31 To him the difference between “to research on” and “to 
live in” the environment signifi ed technocratic versus ecological ways of thinking. 
In their research ecologists would thus emphasize non-economic values. Typically, 
an intramural research report about reindeer would stress “the aesthetic importance 
of these animals to walkers in the area”.32 Such comments should be understood 
in the context of the culture of mountaineering and outdoor-life from which most 
ecologists emerged. As the professor of botany and Minister of Agriculture Olav 
Gjærevoll (1916–94) argued: 

The increasing urbanization and heavy traffi c creates a major need for areas 
in which humans can fi nd rest, recreation, peace and nature experience. This 
will demand a signifi cant adjustment in our entire way of thinking about area 
planning. Thriving-areas must be chosen after a quality evaluation of nature. In 
our legislation we must draw the conclusion that these thriving-areas must be 
protected. Any Norwegian must admit that our most important thriving-areas are 
the beaches and the mountains.33

Recreation was a way in which humans could be energized through outdoor life 
in the steady-state of nature’s energy circulation. This was especially important to 
urban dwellers without direct contact with nature. To protect this possibility, recrea-
tion took the centre stage as an ecologically sound alternative to large-scale plans 
for hydro-power developments of water systems from high mountains deep down 
to the fjords. When such plans were proposed for a large mountain plateau, Hardan-
gervidda near Finse, in 1968, for example, they were met with head-on resistance 
from ecologists who used these rivers to determine the steady-state of the plateau.34 
As ecology was defi ned as the study of relations one thus had to protect the entire 
area as an untouched reference environment: “Hardangervidda is one unit, and 
should thus be preserved as one unit”, they argued.35 In May 1969 local planners 
called them in as scientifi c experts, and established with this a procedure in which 
ecologists would have a say in future developments. To Vik this represented “a new 
chapter in the history” of environmental debate.36 Ecology as applied science with 
ecologists as activist scholars and counter expertise to engineers also caught the 
attention of young environmentalist philosophers who saw them as allies in their 
fi ght against the “technocratic politics” they associated with positivist philosophy.37 
In the end, most of the hydro-power plans for Hardangervidda were either scaled 
down or abandoned and the plateau was instead designated for ecological research 
and vacationing. The success gave, as one ecologist pointed out, “aim and meaning 
in life” in a secularized world.38

One of the Finse ecologists fi ghting hydro-power developments was the zoologist 
Ivar Mysterud (b. 1938). He was also in the midst of the environmental debate at the 
University of Oslo, and instrumental in giving it an ecological perspective. He worked 
next-door to Kvaløy, whom he engaged, along with Næss, in numerous discussions. 
It was through these conversations that many of the Oslo philosophers and other 
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non-biologists learned about ecological concepts and terms. He also wrote several 
introductory articles that were widely read among students of ecology, environmental-
ists, and philosophers at the university. Most important, perhaps, were his lectures and 
seminars in which he and a series of his colleagues explained in non-technical terms 
the nature of ecology and pollution to a broad audience. Though not best-sellers, his 
publications became standard references and would frame debates about pollution in 
terms of steady-state and ecological energy circulation for at least a decade.39

Despite all the efforts, Mysterud felt in 1969 that there was not enough time 
to understand the ecosystems, before the industrial society — like a “cancer 
abscess”— would destroy them.40 1970 was the European Year for Conservation 
of Nature which, according to Mysterud, developed into a “national championship 
in oral environmentalism”. Frustrated by lack of action, he decided, with Magnar 
Norderhaug (1939–2006), to turn the talking “towards deeper social issues” such as 
the questioning of economic growth.41 Politics should be put on a secure ecologi-
cal footing, they argued, and suggested the term ‘eco-politics’ to distance phoney 
environmentalism from the real thing. The term was quickly adopted not only by 
fellow ecologists, but also by a series of scholars, activists, and students questioning 
technocracy and industrialism. Much of this criticism had since the mid-1960s been 
informed by populist agrarian socialism, which, thanks to Mysterud and Norderhaug, 
continued under the new label of eco-politics from 1970 and onwards.42 Unlike the 
socialists, however, Mysterud and Norderhaug sought an eco-politics founded on 
science, as our common future depended on a developing a “steady-state” social 
economy mirroring the steady-state balance of the economy of nature they knew 
from Finse.43 They saw no technical solutions to the eco-crisis, as this depended on 
uncontrollable economic growth. Instead they searched for an alternative technology 
in tune with ecological principles of zero-growth and steady-state.44

One of many students inspired by their steady-state reasoning was the young gradu-
ate Nils Christian Stenseth (b. 1949), who later became a key fi gure in international 
ecological research. His fi rst article, published when he was twenty-three years old, 
was about eco-politics. “Based on their knowledge”, he argued, “all biologists should 
work for a steady-state society in replacement of the growth society”, and one should 
limit the human population growth to zero.45 Ecological modelling represented to 
Stenseth the way forward, as simulation models could determine the exact nature 
of when and how to achieve a steady-state. He was well aware of the practical and 
theoretical problems in construing such a representation of the world, and therefore 
devoted his Ph.D. to the topic. He was not alone, as computer modelling was “about 
to become an independent ecological branch of research” in this period.46 

STUDENT ENVIRONMENTALISTS AND THE ECOPHILOSOPHY GROUP

At the University, many were impressed with the ecologists’ scientifi c backing of their 
environmental concerns. They had, as Næss put it, a “tremendous and almost sinister 
responsibility for our society’s future”.47 This approval was especially apparent among 
students who, thanks to the ecologists, would transform their aesthetic appreciation 
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of scenic nature into broader concerns for environments as a whole.
One event that became important in triggering a call to action among the environ-

mentally concerned at the University was the exhibition, “And after us…”, created by 
students of the Oslo School of Architecture in June 1969. They drew attention to the 
possibility of children “after us” having no environment to live in.48 It was a travelling 
exhibition of ecological doom and gloom seen by eighty thousand people in Oslo 
alone, inspired by Vik’s popular writings about the eco-crisis and sponsored by the 
Norwegian Society for the Conservation of Nature.49 With the help of dramatic graphic 
design, the architects crystallized a clear message about its being either a disaster 
or a harmonious balanced ecosystem “after us”. This either/or dichotomy between 
a future of industrial doom or ecological bliss came to dominate the environmental 
debate in Norway, thanks to the emerging group of ecophilosophers.

Kvaløy was greatly impressed by the exhibition, and invited the architects to join 
hands with students of ecology, philosophers, and technical climbers from the Alpine 
Club, to create a Co-working Group for the Protection of Nature and the Environ-
ment at the University. Those with a philosophical bent met in the Ecophilosophy 
Group, a subsection of this loose association. These students were largely from the 
Department of Philosophy, which was at the time in turmoil after a week-long student 
occupation of the department in January 1969 led by radicals and followers of Mao. 
They demanded a new curriculum, which in effect meant abandoning a syllabus 
arranged by Næss. He was then fi fty-seven years old, and very much represented the 
old guard. His philosophies, developed in wake of his visit to the Vienna Circle in 
the early 1930s, were not an asset to students who thought of positivism as another 
word for the administrative nihilism they associated with the technocratic military 
complex and the Vietnam War.50 As a consequence of students’ demand for larger 
control, Næss left his seminar “Nature and humans” in the hands of the students 
and departed to his cottage. In his offi ce he left Kvaløy in charge with “a pile of the 
Department’s letter-paper with Arne’s signatures — in the middle, further down, and 
at the bottom”, so that he could expedite things as he thought best.51 This enabled 
Kvaløy to organize the “Nature and humans” seminar according to his own mind, 
and the Ecophilosophy Group would thus occupy Næss’s seminar from the autumn 
of 1969 through the spring semester of 1970, after which they would meet at the 
Department of Zoology where Mysterud worked.52

Though the ecophilosophers were to have an equal say, Kvaløy would actually 
set the agenda of the seminar. His mountaineering interests from the Alpine Club 
would initially provide the context, although the debate would gradually shift towards 
ecological concerns about the harmony of nature as this was expressed by Mysterud 
and other ecologists. What started with refl ections about the recreational quality of 
mountains and waterfalls would thus lead to social criticism concerning industri-
alism’s lack of steady-state and ecologically informed thinking about the human 
status within the environment’s energy fl ux. It was not a shift without tensions. The 
historian of science Nils Roll-Hansen, for example, accused the ecophilosophers of 
favouring an “escape from the daily reality to the vacation paradise” of untouched 
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nature.53 In the end broader eco-political ideas for a steady-state society came to 
dominate, after two years of debating everything from ecology to topics such as the 
psychology of perception, social psychology and anthropology, nature philosophy, 
pedagogy, information theory, thermodynamics, and cybernetics.

The ecophilosophers and the Co-working Group had a signifi cant effect on stu-
dents seeking radicalism within acceptable socio-political boundaries of the Cold 
War. They were neither leftist nor rightist and thus non-threatening in the bipolar 
political terrain. “What we stand for may seem archconservative and at the same time 
extremely radical”, Kvaløy argued. “We will therefore strike in both directions, and 
we will be attacked from all sides.”54 They became an effective hard-hitting student 
association attacking hydro-power developments in particular. Most dramatic was 
their attempt to save the Mardøla River, which included Norway’s highest waterfall, 
during the summer vacation of 1970 (Figure 1). The demonstration evolved into a 
dramatic civil disobedience sit-in with more than one hundred and fi fty protesters 
blocking the construction site, followed by fi fty journalists covering the story. In the 
end the demonstrators left voluntarily or, as in the case of Kvaløy and Næss, were 
carried away by the police. Though they had some support from the neighbourhood 

“Friluftsliv — A Way Home”, demonstration to save the Mardøla river from hydro-power 
developments in 1970. Drawing by Sigmund Kvaløy, 1973.

FIG. 1. 
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farmers, they had no sympathy from local workers who saw nature as a resource 
securing their jobs. They threatened them with beating and banners such as: “HIPPIES 
GO HOME — IF YOU HAVE ONE” and “TRY SOMETHING NEW — WHAT ABOUT A JOB?”55 
In fact most of the demonstrators had jobs, many of them at the University of Oslo. 
The underlying issue at stake was instead how to understand nature. Was it a resource 
securing jobs, a scenic place in which to enjoy country-life vacations, or an environ-
ment in which humans should learn to live in a steady-state?

Næss was brought to Mardøla in the last dramatic week of the demonstration, so 
that the media could get an image of the famous philosopher being taken away by the 
police. This sense of being involved with the young was important to Næss, given the 
occupation of the Department of Philosophy only a year earlier. Indeed, he decided 
to liberate himself from all professorial duties and resigned his professorship at the 
end of 1970, so that he could devote himself fully to the environmental cause, and 
thereby refashion himself as a philosopher of current affairs. His students were quot-
ing Karl Marx: “The philosophers have only interpreted the world in various ways; 
the point however is to change it.”56 Provoked by such statements, Næss decided to 
modify his thinking towards a more ideological stand in order to appeal to the young: 
“when we believe that we really must do something about some terrible pressing 
problem, we must somehow narrow down our perspective.... [Students] need rhetoric 
and dogmatism, I think. [Philosophical] Scepticism breeds passivity. I do not feel 
that way, but the students do.”57

The students he is referring to were those in Ecophilosophy Group, as he would 
attend their meetings from the autumn of 1970. According to Mysterud, he was one 
of the few who took notes, and in the spring of 1971 he would transform them into 
a couple of lectures entitled “Ecology and philosophy”. In them he introduced, for 
the fi rst time, his 

ecosophy ... as a type of philosophy that takes its point of departure in an identifi ca-
tion with all life, in this life-giving environment. It establishes in a way a classless 
society within the entire biosphere, a democracy in which we can talk about a 
justice not only for humans, but also for animals, plants, and minerals. And life will 
not be conceived as an antagonism to death, but in interaction with surroundings, 
the life-giving environment. This represents a very strong emphasis on everything 
hanging together and that we are only fragments — not even parts.58

The eco-centric notion of humans as fragments of a larger whole was inspired not 
only by the ecological view of species as fragments in nature’s energy-circulation, 
but also by Chinese social philosophy. The politics of Mao was in vogue among 
those young philosophers who had occupied Næss’s former department, and his 
collected poems had just been translated into Norwegian. They include a rich body 
of metaphors concerning nature’s harmony, which caught Næss’s attention. Thus he 
would claim that in China “the human being is not in the foreground, but instead an 
entire ‘ecological system’, in which humans take part as fragments. Mao has perhaps 
kept a part of the classical Chinese outlook. In his political poetry animals, plants, 
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minerals, and landscape elements have a place that seems ludicrous to rough Western 
observers”.59 The harmony of nature Mao endorsed, it is worth noting, was rough 
to both nature and humans, treating them indeed as fragments. Yet Næss would, like 
many of his contemporaries, fail to see this. Eager to gain acceptance, he wrote a 
sympathetic booklet about Mao, and included Mao’s thinking in a revised edition 
of his history of philosophy textbook in which he went out of his way to appeal to 
young radicals, as it was required reading for all the students at the University. The 
book had, for a while, a portrait of Mao on its front cover.60

The Mardøla experience and the discussions at the Institute of Biology about 
ecological steady-state would also energize and radicalize students within the 
Ecophilosophy Group. This was especially the case in the thinking of Kvaløy, their 
unoffi cial charismatic leader. After the Mardøla experience, he adapted from ecol-
ogy the idea that a complex ecosystem is more robust than a simple one in the face 
of environmental changes. Inspired by Herbert Marcuse, he argued that a complex 
human society would have a better chance of surviving the environmental crisis than 
the “one dimensional man” of the industrial society.61 What living in an ecological 
steady-state society entailed was initially rather unclear, though it implied some sort 
of agrarian “green lung” away from industrial and urban pollution.62 A comprehen-
sive “eco-philosophy” addressing these issues, Kvaløy noted in his orientation to 
the Group in May 1971, “has not yet been formulated”. It was still at “the sketching 
stage”.63 It was not until after Kvaløy’s subsequent vacation in Nepal that he came 
to formulate a clear alternative to Western industrialism.

ORIENTAL VACATIONING AND THE CRITIQUE OF THE WEST

What made the Norwegian history of ecology somewhat different was the way in 
which ecophilosophers came to construe nature as an Oriental harmony juxtaposed 
against harsh Occidental values of Western capitalism.64 This demarcation between 
Oriental ecological wisdom and the Occidental stupidity of the West was made pos-
sible through a series of vacations to Pakistan, India and Nepal by Næss, Faarlund 
and Kvaløy. It was this eco-tourism that eventually came to frame the deep-ecological 
debate at home and abroad.

One of Næss’s most pleasurable climbing memories was his vacation to the north-
west tribal region of Pakistan in 1950. It was organized as an “expedition” by the 
Alpine Club so that its members could climb the mountain Tirich Mir and provide 
friends at home with thrilling accounts of how they, after much struggle, managed 
to plant a Norwegian fl ag on the top of the mountain. The Norwegian Geographical 
Society added a scientifi c aspect to the journey by sponsoring the twenty-two-year-old 
student Per Wendelbo (1927–81), who later published a study of the region’s fl ora.65 
Judging from the travel accounts, however, climbing was the all-dominating focus, 
along with playing polo matches organized by local offi cials who went out their way 
to entertain the Norwegian tourists. In 1964 they repeated the success with another 
climbing vacation to Tirich Mir. Næss would explain his thriving as a technical climber 
as a mixture of pain and excitement in mathematical terms as T = G2/(L

S
 + Å

S
). Here 
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T “trivsel” (“thriving”) equalled G2 “glød” (“excitement”) divided by L
S
 “legemlige 

smerter” (“bodily pains”) plus Å
S
 “åndelige smerter” (“spiritual pains”). This for-

mula would later re-emerge as a key explanation of the meaning of self-realization 
in Næss’s “Ecosophy T”, with the ‘T’ being short for “thriving”.66

Equally important to his ecosophy was Mahatma Gandhi’s teaching of non-
 violence, who came to the forefront of Næss’s thinking after his fi rst visit to Pakistan 
in 1950. Back in Oslo he gave a lecture series about Gandhi’s political ethics which 
resulted in a book co-authored with the young sociologist Johan Galtung (b. 1930) 
and published in 1955.67 Gandhi’s teachings, they argued, could be helpful in fi nding 
a peaceful transition away from the Cold War deadlock. In 1960 Næss followed this 
up with a popular version, which was translated in 1965 as Gandhi and the nuclear 
age. Here he argued that people from the West had much to learn from Gandhi, given 
the threat of nuclear Armageddon. The book became Næss’s fi rst international suc-
cess with favourable reviews in academic as well as popular journals. This was much 
welcome, as his previously published books and articles were generally ill-received 
or ignored.68 What was especially encouraging with Gandhi and the nuclear age was 
its appeal to young students.

His young admirers, besides Galtung, included Kvaløy. They were loyal to their 
teacher, and in the spring of 1969 — in an attempt to heal the wounds of the students’ 
occupation of the Philosophy Department — they took him on an eighteen-day 
road trip from Oslo to Varanasi in India where Næss was to spend a month peace-
 researching. To judge from Kvaløy’s charming fl ashback, the trip undoubtedly cre-
ated some of his very fondest memories.69 From Varanasi they went on a vacation 
to Nepal, where they climbed the top of the mountain Nagarkot north of Katmandu, 
before returning home to organize the Co-working Group for the Protection of Nature 
and the Environment and the Ecophilosophy Group. Kvaløy would return to India in 
the winter of 1969, and on his way home he climbed the Mount Damavand in Iran 
together with Stein Jarving (b. 1945), who, taken with Kvaløy’s thinking, went home 
to found an ecological inspired steady-state farming community.70

After two years of environmental activism at home, Næss and Kvaløy returned 
to Nepal during the summer vacation of 1971, this time with their fellow-climber 
Faarlund. The journey was to be a two-month-long “pilgrimage” to the remote vil-
lage of Beding in the Rolwaling valley of Nepal, and a vacation from the “garish, 
narcotic nightmare” of the European “consumer society”.71 They were following 
a larger trend of people searching Oriental wisdom and alternatives. In the early 
1970s thousands of Western hippies went to Katmandu where they had their own 
“Freak Street” by Durbar Square in which they nurtured unconventional lifestyles 
and imagined Nepalese ways of living.72

The ecophilosophers’ fi nancial backing was less exotic, as the journey was paid 
for by Næss’s half-brother, Erling (1901–93), who had become enormously wealthy 
through industrial whaling in the 1930s and shipping of oil in the 1960s. He took 
the ecophilosophers along to prove his cultural sincerity for Nepal to Prince Cay-
andendra and Maharaja Mayurbhany, whose personal fi nancial interest he secured by 
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 establishing the state-sponsored Royal Nepal Shipping. Out of courtesy, the prince 
and the maharaja gave the necessary travel permissions to the ecophilosophers so that 
they could visit the closed-to-tourists village of Beding. Naturally, the ecophilosophers 
kept very quiet about this high-level fi nancial agenda behind their journey. Erling, on 
the other hand, was open about his business with the corrupt Nepalese Royalty, and 
he amused himself hiring a helicopter so that he could see with his own eyes what 
the village of Beding was like, and hand out blankets and clothes to the poor.73

The philosophers were not to seek shipping opportunities, but to climb the moun-
tains of an environment in which the people lived in a harmony with nature. It took, 
in all, twenty-six Sherpa transporters walking for eight days to make this happen, 
though they tried to keep their climbing equipment to a minimum. When they arrived 
they were amazed to fi nd people entirely untouched by Western infl uences. For two 
months they lived in a true “steady-state community”, Kvaløy observed, with “bal-
ance and peace between the people and the nature they depended on”.74 To him the 
lifestyle of Beding was an antidote to the consumer and ecologically destructive 
societies of the West. The difference between work and leisure, the unfortunate and 
the élite, and means and ends, were here blurred, as people of Beding strove only 
for the common good of the village and the environment. It was a “self-supporting 
society” that “we should envy — especially since we soon will arrive at the bitter 
end of the eco-crisis”, Kvaløy argued.75 Faarlund was equally convinced: “The 110 
inhabitants of Beding knew how we should behave in order to prevent the danger 
of an ecocatastrophe”, he claimed.76 Similarly, Næss later praised the Sherpa com-
munity in his Deep Ecology writings as “an extremely nature-friendly non-violent 
Buddhist culture in an extremely unwelcoming nature”.77 Indeed, in comparison 
Næss saw westerners as “worse pests” than leeches attacking his own body.78 As to 
their climbing, they decided not to reach for the top of Tseringma out of respect to 
the locals who thought of it as a holy mountain.79

Upon their return to Oslo, they recounted their experiences in three articles for the 
weekend magazine of the largest newspaper in Norway. For most Norwegians this was 
their fi rst report about life in Nepal, and the articles mobilized a decade-long longing 
for Sherpa life, with climbers and tourists using their vacations to follow the footstep 
of the ecophilosophers.80 Yet the life of the Sherpa did not differ radically from the 
vanishing class of hardworking fjord and mountain farmers of Norway.81 What the 
ecophilosophers’ audience saw in their reports from Nepal was thus the superiority 
of traditional Norwegian mountain and fjord culture which in the 1960s re-emerged 
in the lifestyle of weekenders’ romance with their vacation cottages, many of which 
were once self-suffi cient steady-state farming communities.

FORMULATING DEEP ECOLOGY

The ecophilosophers returned to Oslo armed with the Oriental wisdom of the Sherpa, 
along with a new fascination for Buddhism and the Bhagavad-Gita. They received a 
mixed greeting, as some ecologists found it hard to embrace such religious thinking. 
Among them were Østbye, Mysterud, and David R. Klein (b. 1923). Klein was an 
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ecologist at the University of Alaska spending his sabbatical year in Oslo from the 
autumn of 1971 to research reindeer, among other things. Intrigued by the ecophiloso-
phers, he arranged a small seminar with them at Tømte Gård, a botanical Research 
Station, in February 1972, where he warned against the pitfalls of a new “ecoreligion”, 
as it “will ultimately suffer the same problem of dissolution with the advancement of 
knowledge as have religions in the past”.82 Instead, he argued, the philosophers should 
formulate a new eco-ethics or philosophy based on a scientifi c foundation.

If one is to judge from the subsequent discussions, Klein made an impact. At 
least, there were no attempts to formulate a new eco-religion based on the ecophi-
losophers’ Oriental experiences, even though Kvaløy personally became a Buddhist. 
Instead, the Sherpa became a source of inspiration for an alternative ecologically 
non-anthropocentric rationality.

First out was Faarlund, who concluded that one could not expect to re-educate 
Western grown-ups in the Oriental wisdom. Instead he put his efforts and hopes in 
educating the very young in Sherpa lifestyle, as their “eco-life” was “free-air-life” 
and a viable alternative to the advancing eco-crisis. Only by learning to live inside 
nature could one build a “bridge from a human-centred (techno-culture) to a human-
integrated way of understanding nature (eco-culture)”, he argued.83

Kvaløy also saw life in Beding as a viable alternative to the industrial growth society 
of the Europeans, as he spun into hectic writing in the autumn of 1971. He enlarged 
and rewrote a previous manuscript about the importance of ecological complexity 
for social steady-state, in which he argued that harmonious living depended on 
being within a community with dense biodiversity.84 This idea evolved into a larger 
manuscript in which he argued that such living entailed making an end to industrial 
society and turning to agrarian living. His model was the Sherpa, whose “settlement 
in rhythm with the landscape” conveyed “a lifestyle providing lasting security” for 
their community through “interaction with nature”.85 Such a “life necessities society” 
was, in comparison with the standardized “industrial growth society”, rich in cultural 
and ecological complexity and should thus be a model for Norwegian interaction with 
their environment.86 The breakdown of ecological complexity caused by the Western 
industrial world would inevitably lead to an eco-catastrophe, he argued, and it was 
thus urgent to learn from the good people of Beding: “Sherpa and similar societies 
should be regarded as a vital source of knowledge to us today.”87

Næss was equally convinced about the virtue of the Sherpa living. His subsequent 
lectures about ecology and philosophy, held in the autumn of 1971 and spring of 1972, 
served as evidence of ecological balance’s not being “an invention of theoreticians, 
since it has been and to a certain extent still is praxis today in certain societies, as in 
the Sherpa communities in Nepal”.88 His earlier endorsement of Maoism was now 
toned down, by his underlying that “Mao has perhaps kept a part of the classical 
Chinese outlook” with respect to humans’ being fragments in nature.89 Instead Næss 
brought Gandhi’s principles of non-violence and his own reading of the Bhagavad-
Gita to the core of his ecosophy, arguing the individual self was a fragment within the 
large Self (with a capital S) for the world as a whole. This sense of being a fragment 
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refl ected Næss’s personal experiences of minuteness when climbing mountains like 
Tirich Mir, and his meeting with Sherpa lifestyle, as well as the ecologists’ research 
into energy circulation in the Finse region. His ecosophy was, in effect, a philosophy 
of the Alpine Club by Oriental means.

Internationally, Næss introduced his deep ecology in a paper at the World Future 
Research Conference in Bucharest in early September 1972. The conference was 
organized by the World Futures Studies Federation initiated by Galtung and his Peace 
Research Institute in Oslo, which hosted its inaugural conference in 1967. What 
dominated Future Studies in 1972 was The limits to growth report for the Club of 
Rome written, among others, by the twenty-seven-year-old Norwegian solid-state 
physicist Jørgen Randers (b. 1945). Randers was at the time entirely unknown: his 
sole publication was his M.A. thesis of 1969 about the spread of inelastic neutrons.90 
It was therefore a shock to the Norwegian environmentalists to see this nobody 
rise to world fame, thanks to a public relation fi rm, Calvin Kyle Associates, which 
through clever marketing pushed the sale of the report to a total of nine million 
copies. The public relations stunt was fi nanced by the industrialist Aurelio Pecci and 
the  Volkswagen-foundation, funds which made sure the report dominated environ-
mental debate after its release in March throughout the United Nation’s Conference 
on the Human Environment in Stockholm in June.91 Though The limits to growth 
predicted limits to natural resources, it did not predict limits to existing political 
systems. The MIT group behind the report was, in this respect, part of a larger trend 
of environmentalists looking for solutions to ecological problems within established 
social structures. Most prominent among them was the architect Richard Buckminster 
Fuller, whose widely read Operating manual for spaceship Earth (1969) did more 
than merely hint at an engineering and managerial answer to the ecological crisis. 
His assistant, John McHale, was a dominating fi gure in Future Studies circles, argu-
ing that the world did not need a social, spiritual or lifestyle revolution, but instead 
a technologically-driven design revolution.92 Rumanian scholars were in majority 
both as presenters and in the audience, and they were vocal supporters of technocratic 
solutions to social and environmental ills. Licinius Ciplea, for example, gave a paper 
entitled “The technological parameters of long range ecological politics”, in which 
he argued that better technologies and social management could mobilize enough 
natural resources for the whole world.93 At the opening of the Bucharest conference, 
the technocrats thus had a leading role in setting up questions and formulating answers 
to the ecological crisis.

For Galtung and Næss, the time was ripe in Bucharest to hit back at what they saw 
as a “shallow” technocratic analysis of the environmental situation. Galtung spoke 
fi rst with his paper “The limits to growth and class politics”, a head-on attack on the 
lack of social analysis in the report. It represented an “ideology of the middle class”, 
he argued, that was “politically blind” to the interest of the poor. Indeed, the Club 
of Rome-informed recommendations by the Stockholm “conference was staged by 
‘The International Union of the World’s Middle Class’”, and one should therefore 
“fi ght these cheap and dangerous solutions” in interest of the workers of the world.94 
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Galtung had Marxist sympathies. On the wall at the back of the stage on which he was 
speaking was a mural “to the glory of socialist labour”, and the lecture was simulta-
neously translated into key East Block languages.95 His class perspective must thus 
have been welcome to the chief patron of the Bucharest conference, the Romanian 
President Nicolae Ceauşescu, who saw class-based Future Studies as an integral part 
of the “Science of Social Management” on which he based his Marxist regime.96

When it was Næss’s turn to mount the rostrum in Bucharest, he too took an “anti-
class posture”, but would otherwise stay away from socialist lingo in presenting 
“The Shallow and the Deep Ecology Movement” in Norway. It was immediately 
understood as an onslaught on the “shallow” technocratic perspective of Randers 
and the Club of Rome. This “restricted movement which has many friends among 
the power élite”, Næss argued, was in danger of consolidating the debate at the 
expense of “the deeper movement [which] fi nds itself in danger of being deceived 
through smart manoeuvres”.97 That there thus were two ecological movements was 
controversial to Ceauşescu’s followers, who could see only one movement towards 
one future. Much of the debate at the conference would centre on this point. Næss 
would, as a consequence, change the title of his paper from “movement” to “move-
ments” to emphasize pluralism of possible ecological perspectives, and he borrowed 
the words “Long Range” from Ciplea to indicate that the future could entail answers 
to ecological problems other than Ceauşescu’s socialist technocracy. Strangely, no 
evidence suggests that the most original aspect of the paper, the eco-centrism, raised 
any interest. As argued above, this perspective emerged from a culture of outdoor 
lifestyle among Norwegian ecologists, or as Næss put it: “Ecological insight and the 
lifestyle of the ecological fi eld-worker have suggested, inspired, and fortifi ed the 
perspectives of the deep ecology movement.”98

Ironically, the long-range ecology movement Næss spoke of would fade upon 
his return to Oslo, as the Co-working Group for the Protection of Nature and the 
 Environment was infi ltrated and taken over by Marxist Leninists. It died away in 
1973 after a period of internal cleansings and futile debates about the value of democ-
racy.99 Its last unifi ed stand came with the national referendum on membership in the 
European Community at the end of September 1972. They were decisively against, 
arguing that “this industrial-serving mega-society seeks to break apart the established 
diversity of sturdy self-governed and heterogeneously, traditional- coloured local com-
munities, — and replace them with a uniform system of government that presupposes 
uniform social units and a uniform culture: a simplifi cation that increases vulnerability, 
according to the science of ecology”.100 They won their case, as Norway voted against 
membership, but could not decide on what to do next. As a result, the Ecophilosophy 
Group became divided into a socialist and an ecological wing. Mysterud was the 
fi rst to notice this leftward turn in the politics of ecology, something he regretted as 
it undermined the broad science-based environmentalism he sought to mobilize.101 
Faarlund, Kvaløy and Næss agreed. They continued with their activities, together 
with former activists, in various environmental organizations and groupings outside 
the University of Oslo, where they, among other things, published key anthologies 
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and the fi rst Norwegian environmental encyclopaedia.102 Others chose to “drop out” 
completely by living according to the teaching in Sherpa-style steady-state agricultural 
communities in old mountain or fjord-farms.103

A ROMANCE WITH THE COTTAGE GONE NATIVE 

When the young and politically inexperienced feminist Gro Harlem Brundtland (b. 
1939) became Minister of the Environment in 1974, she would face environmental 
activists and philosophers mentioned in this article in various heated debates and 
rough confl icts. They used every opportunity to show that the ecological steady-
state society was “not an herbal-tea party”, but a revolutionary break with industrial 
growth.104 As a medical doctor she would take a strictly anthropocentric stand against 
them as well as against ecologists claiming to speak on behalf of nature, arguing that 
only human bureaucratic rules and democratic procedures should be hailed.105 Yet in 
offering resistance to her views, both the ecophilosophers and the ecologists forced 
Brundtland to refl ect more deeply on social aspects of environmental affairs, as she 
later did in Our common future (1987). 

In the meantime the ecophilosophers hardened their thinking, and the group became 
increasingly fundamentalist. As Næss later admitted, deep ecology became, in its 
radicalism, “too narrow — a kind of sect”.106 The ecologists too became increasingly 
gloomy about how humans should work with nature, as their scientifi c advice on 
what to do and how to live in ecological harmony evolved from a culture of vaca-
tion which saw the land as a place of leisure. When the Norwegian contribution to 
the International Biological Programme faded out in 1974, it also marked an end to 
steady-state ecological research inspired by the Odum brothers. Some ecologists left 
the fi eld and became teachers or environmental bureaucrats, while those who remained 
on campus would turn their focus towards evolutionary ecology and sociobiology. Yet 
ideas about ecological steady-state would develop among the ecophilosophers, whose 
notions about working with (and not against) nature were modelled on the traditional 
mountain and fjord-farms taken over by the cottager on vacation. Emerging from this 
context, deep ecology was a romance with the cottage gone native.
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